CEO MESSAGE
First of all let me thank all our professional team that made this group as what it is now. I believe that quality, time and price are the major keys in any business sector. In our previous projects, we accomplished the main three keys successfully, and our group will continue its stable
growth through continuous research and development.
At our group, we value leadership, innovation and demand business excellence. We are commited to attracting and retaining the best talent in our industry and offer many avenues for employee development and growth. Whether through individual development or team building,
empowering people to grow is one of the cornerstones of our company’s success, making our
group the best place to work in and work with.

Managing Director
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ABOUT TECHNOLOGY BOULEVARD GT

Technology Boulevard GT proved itself as trusted trading company and highly committed by
supplying the highest quality, quick services for the projects in all sectors (Lighting, MEP + WTPS
Products and green Environment Products). We have been successful in establishing ourselves,
in the international market. The certified team of Technology Boulevard GT has all the training
and experience to help our clients from the conceptualization stage to application.
The company’s position has evolved over the past few years with an increasing number of
projects and an upward growing turnover. After we proved ourselves in the wholesale and the
project sectors we decided to expand our business and go through green Environment sector,
to meet all the desires of the consultants and the imagination of the designers; the green Environment sector that you’ll find the best quality from the medium level to the high level which
depends on the project requirements and customer needs.
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OUR TEAM

Technology Boulevard GT Sdn Bhd’s culture is one of our strongest competitive differentiators.

Providing the right work environment for our team members will build high morale, the most
essential element needed to provide industry-leading customer service that is highly valued
and immediately recognized by our customers. Excellent service leads to customer loyalty and
revenue growth, resulting in strong financial results. These strong financial results enable Technology Boulevard GT Sdn Bhd to provide superior resources for our team members, such as
equipment and training, as well as enhanced career opportunities for them.
A wide range of skills and experience from all over the world means the team at Technology
Boulevard GT Sdn Bhd Company provides clients with comprehensive expertise and knowledge.
Our team core values guided them to always deliver exceptional results to our clients and community. They are a sincere team with a straightforward vision, hard at work helping Technology
Boulevard GT Sdn Bhd group of companies get the most out of their businesses.
We have had an amazing journey coming to where we are today and now feel confident that
we can provide you professional and effective solutions to cover all your business needs, so that
your only concern is to grow.
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LIST OF PRODUCTS

REVERSE OSMOSIS

SEWAGE

PLANTS

TREATMENT

TANKS

CHEMICALS

PLANTS
- BRAKISH WATER RO

- MBR PLANT

- GRP SECTIONAL

- ANTISCALANT

- SEA WATER RO

- MBBR PLANT

- GRP FABRICATED

- SMBS

- TSE WATER POLISHING

- SBR PLANT

- STEEL SECTIONAL

- SODUIM HYPOCHLORITE

- EXTENDED AERATION

- GLS CYLINDRICAL

- POLYELECTROLYTE
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QUALITY POLICY

Quality Management System
Manual

Doc. Ref. No.
Issue No. /Date
Rev. No. /Date

QUALITY POLICY
We, at Technology Boulevard GT, is committed to source and supply of lighting. WTPS and
green environment products and providing services in the field of MEP works to clients unique
needs in order to achieve customer satisfaction.
We will achieve this through:
• Providing excellent service to the customers.
• Adopting progressive management methods that encourage a culture of quality throughout
the company.
• On-time delivery and competitive pricing.
• Employing highly qualified and well trained sales and other personnel.
• Effective implementation of our Quality Management System and demonstrating continual
improvement in all our processes.
• Achieving customer satisfaction thereby improving our customer base and ensure long term
relationship with customers.
• Compliance to all relevant statutory and regulatory requirements.
TECHNOLOGY BOULEVARD GT Chairman				
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Date:

HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT POLICY

Our objective is to provide a quality safety, health
and environmental management system for the
workplace. To achieve this objective, Technology
Boulevard GT Sdn Bhd will: Regard compliance
with applicable legal requirements and other obligations as a minimum standard, adopting practice across all our activities effectively; Show total
commitment from its leadership and co-operation
from employees pursuing the target towards ZERO
HARM. Ensure that processes are implemented
and continuously reviewed to identify hazards, and
to assess risks associated with hazards so that control options are managed to eliminate or reduce
the risk to the lowest possible ranking. Promote
and encourage a culture where all employees are
proactively maintaining a safe and healthy workplace, including active promotion of safe work
practices. Endorse the principles of relevant legislation, standards and best practice that impact
on the operation and work environment. Ensure
adequate resources to develop, implement, monitor and review safety and environmental management systems. Strive to prevent pollution and seek
continual improvement with respect to emissions,
discharges, wastes, energy efficiency, resources
consumption overall environmental footprint; and
support employees in understanding the principles of this policy.
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This is how we implement the policy: Introduce employees to the company culture through
a comprehensive induction process with ongoing
exposure to health, safety and environmental information and knowledge through electronic, written an oral. Implement and continually review
work practices and procedures to prevent injury
to employees, equipment damage and environmental impacts. Ensure information and knowledge acquired from internal and external sources
is made freely available and Disseminated through
inductions, training, safety notice boards, intranet,
safety representatives, committees and meetings.
Effectively investigate all incidents to fully understand the root cause to prevent reoccurrence of
events and implement preventative actions. Conduct regular inspections, audits and review, then
promptly follow up with compliance actions. Establish measurable objective and targets to promotion positive safety and environmental culture;
and continue to review and continue to review the
Safe and Environmental Management Systems.

HAS INCIDENTS (ACCIDENT/NEAR MISES)
REPORTING PROCEDURES AND FORMS
Introduction
Accidents involving personal injuries, including
works, staff, and visitors etc, and/or property damage may occur on campus. Such accidents should
be reported promptly to the 24-hour manned by
the Safety Officer for assistance. When serious injury occurs, the initial action is taken sometimes
critical in determining the difference between
further injuries, or in some case life or death. Appropriate action shall be taken by all concerned
parties to ensure that the injured person can receive prompt medical attention and to prevent the
situation from worsening. From the viewpoint of
prevention, the purpose of accident/incident reporting and investigation is to determine the causes and to recommend corrective action to prevent
future recurrence. This procedure outlines the actions to be taken in the event of an accident occurring and the accident reporting and investigation procedures to be followed. Accident includes
any undesired circumstances which give rise to
ill health or injury; damage to property, plant,
products or the environment; production losses,
or increased liabilities. (Note: It results from contact with a substance or source of energy above
the threshold limit of the body or structure). Incident includes all undesired circumstances and
near misses which have the potential to cause accidents, or have a potentially significant environmental impact.
Note: Examples of events which may have significant environmental impacts are spillage of
hazardous substances (such as chemicals, microbiological agents and radioisotopes) into any drain
water, uncontrolled discharge of hazardous substances into the atmosphere, and inappropriate
disposal of hazardous wastes. Ill health includes
acute and chronic ill health caused by physical,
chemical or biological agents as well as adverse effects on mental health.
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In case of accident
When an accident occurs, assistance should be
immediately summoned by calling the 24-hour
manned Safety Officer. In case of fire, sound the fire
alarm by activating the break glass alarm switch in
the corridor. If medical assistance is required during office hours, call the Medic Officer for advice.
If the condition is serious, call the attention of the
Paramedic for help at the same time to avoid delay
in treatment. As a general guidance, when summoning assistance through telephone, the caller
must keep calm, avoid panic and clearly state the
following information:
- Location of the accident.
- Nature and severity of the accident e.g. how
many persons are injured, the seriousness of the
injured, any fire or hazardous chemical spillage
etc.
- Nature of the injuries, e.g. bleeding, bone fracture etc.
- Name, department, telephone number of the
caller. The injured person should not be moved
unless his location exposes him to further risk of
injury. The general approach to a seriously injured
person is to render comfort, and only treatment
that is necessary to preserve life until trained
medical help arrives. The Safety Officer or Medic Officer on-duty at the site will obtain of the accident and at the same time dispatch a team to
the scene. The attending team, upon arrival at the
scene, will decide on the actions required which
may include calling of Police/Fire services/Ambulance and/or assistance from other department
such as the Health, Safety and Environment Office,
clinic or evacuating personnel from the affected
areas.

CONTRACTOR HSE PROCEDURES FOR KEY
SCOPE OF WORK

The contractor must agree to enforce the procedures. Failure to observe and enforce these procedures and standards will be cause for termination
of a contract. The contractor is expected to exert
primary controls through his line supervision to
obtain desired performance from his employees,
subcontractors, vendors, etc. Continued poor safety performance can lead to dropping the contractor from the bid list. The contractor must agree to
have his representatives at the job site participate
in accident control and prevention. As a minimum,
the following programs must be included: Reporting of injuries, in the event of an injury, the contractor’s field supervisor must immediately report
the incident to the site representative. In addition,
he contractor is required to submit a written report to the Safety Manager within 24 hours.
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Housekeeping. Orderliness a basic requirement
for all jobs and the job site must be well maintained at all times. Special attention must be given to maintaining clear walkways and roadways,
removal of trash, removal of slipping and tripping
hazards, proper storage of materials and securing work areas. Emergency Planning. Contractors
must inform their employees of action to take in
the event of fire, explosion, personal injury, or
other emergencies. In the event of an emergency
evacuation, the contractor shall notify the School
Board’s site representative in person or by telephone as soon as possible that all of his employees
in the area either are accounted for or identify the
specific employees who cannot be found.
Safety inspections. Contractors shall use a regular system of work and job site inspections to
detect and correct hazardous conditions, safety
procedure violations, and unsafe practice. Safety
Meeting. Contractors shall conduct a weekly safety meeting for their employees. Personal Protective Equipment Contractors must ensure all applicable OSHA standards. Contractors must utilize
the personal protective equipment applicable to
their work hazard exposure.

FILING SYSTEM

Document are separately field according to products for each projects, as under:
PROJECT Enquiries – RFQs: All RFQ documents are field separately, product-wise and stored in
Cabinet drawer with list and numbered, company / project-wise.
PROJECT – ONGOING: The ongoing project documents are filed in GREEN color Box files and
are labeled and stored in the cupboard.
PROJECT – CLOSED: All the Closed/Finished Projects are in RED colored box files and are properly labeled and stored in the cupboard.
DIVISIONS DIRECT BUSINESS: Documents related to direct deals of each Divisions are field separately in BLUE / WHITE Box files with proper label.
Soft copies are being stored in particular folders under each project name.
In case of hard copies received, it would be scanned, registered as per document procedure
and stored in the relevant folder / location.
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PROJECT DOCUMENT – COORDINATION CHART

PROJECT DOCUMENTATION

PROJECT - Ac�ve

Project Contract
Sign
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Project Quota�on
Submission

PROJECT - RFQs

Project Inquiry

PROJECT - Closed

Project Execu�on
Documents

Project
Handing-Over

PROJECT EXECUTION

PROJECT EXECUTION

PROJECT KICK-OFF
Project Plan

Schedule

Project Agreement
Common Kick-Oﬀ
Mee�ng

PROJECT
EXECUTION
Selec�on of Supplier &
Subcontractor
Procur Eement
& Deliveries
Subcontractor Mee�ng
�Agreement
Project Group
Mee�ng
Data Management

Site Work
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PROJECT
TERMINATION
Address Snags-If Any
Documenta�on
Up-To-Date & Handover
Project Team Closing
Mee�ng
Subcontractor Closing
Mee�ng
Customer Closing
Mee�ng
Project Closing
& Handover

LOGISTICS DIVISION

Technology Boulevard GT SDN BHD than is moving, logistics is the science of movement, logistics mission simply is to put the train on its rail,
so it can move faster, save time, save the wheels
The good contacts along with many shipping
damage cost, and of course can grant the safety companies they are working with will help to get
of whatever inside this train. Later on the way of the shipping quotations to get the landed cost
parking this train right in its place in the correct prices for the concern goods.
situation by the correct staff who are able to handle and manage this type of trains perfectly. First
part of LOGISTICS job (The Stage 0): Is to assist in
quoting sales prices, they requesting the available
shipping details for any requested quotation from
any supplier as per a client request of quotation or
as per a project tendering or quoting.

Second Part of LOGISTICS Job (The Reality):
LOGISTICS real job starts when confirming orders
with the supply by Technology Boulevard GT Sdn
Bhd different divisions, logistics supply chain job
part flow as the following procedure: First, logistics contacts suppliers to get the ship mentis details, which are very important to depend on in
next steps.
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REVERSE OSMOSIS 1800 m3/d

Technology Boulevard GT Sdn Bhd trading is
one of the largest manufactures for various types
of Reverse Osmosis Plants like Brackish Water
Treatment plant, sea water desalination treatment plant, TSE water polishing plant. Technology
Boulevard GT Sdn Bhd is a specialized company
in outdoor and indoor containerized and noncontainerized RO plants that provides information,
technical assistance and market research over
products and/or markets for business clients or
special projects. Our actual and wide extensive international network of specialists in RO provides
the technical support, quality and alternative
solution for our clients.
What we do?
- Brackish Water Treatment Plant.
- Sea Water Desalination Plant.
- TSE Water Polishing Plant.
- Containerized RO Plant.
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TANKS AND ACCESSORIES
Technology Boulevard GT Sdn tanks and accessories
GRP Water Tanks
GRP Panel Tanks are an ideal way to store water.
The panel tank is a modular system, which then enables a tank
of any desired size to be assembled and constructed. These
tanks are generally offered as insulated or Non-Insulated. Tanks
can be installed at the ground level, basements, roofs or inside buildings as well. Typical applications include residential/office buildings, hotels, hospitals private
homes as well as other building complexes. There are numerous advantages of using GRP Panel Tanks. Some of them are:
- GRP Tanks are highly durable and can withstand heavy impact,
weather, loads etc.
- Excellent UV resistance characteristics and performance.
- No metal components are in contact with water. All assembly fixtures and accessories are on the outside.
- Exclusive design of convex bottom panels with flexible rubber sealant is most effective against risk of leakage.
- Repair and maintenance can be done externally without interrupting supply.
- Partition inside tank allows continuous water supply during maintenance.
- Flexible sizes and shapes by design could range from I m3 to 10.000
m3.
- Can be relocated easily from one location to another several times.
- Can easily be extended at any time as storage requirement increase.
We Supply Following Tank
- GRP Tank Sectional Panel.
- GRP Tank Fabricated.
- Sectional Panel Steel Tank For Fire Fighting.
- GLS Cylindrical Tank.
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CHEMICALS AND ACCESSORIES

• LIST OF CHEMICALS AND ACCESSORIES
- SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE
- SODIUM METABISULPHITE
- ANTISCALANT - CITRIC ACID
- CARTRIDGE FILTERS
- CHEMICAL DOSING PUMPS
- TANKS AND AGITATORS
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FILTERS
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RO PLANTS 650 M3/D

Automation systems of reverse osmosis system and equipment’s in containers, 650 m3/day × 4
set, 55 m3/hr. Degasifier system × 2 set.
Status: Completed and fully operational.
Scope of work

Reverse
OSMOSIS
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SEWAGE
TREATMENT
PLANT

TANKS

CHEMICALS
AND
ACCESSORIES

TSE POLISHING PLANTS 800 M3/12H

Automation systems of severs osmosis system and equipment’s in containers, 800 m3/12hr.
× I set, UF Set.
Status: Completed and fully operational.
Scope of work

Reverse
OSMOSIS
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SEWAGE
TREATMENT
PLANT

TANKS

CHEMICALS
AND
ACCESSORIES

TSE POLISHING PLANTS 3750 M3/D

Automation systems of reverse osmosis system 3750 m3/day × 3 set, UF × 3 set.
Status: Under Construction.
Scope of work

Reverse
OSMOSIS
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SEWAGE
TREATMENT
PLANT

TANKS

CHEMICALS
AND
ACCESSORIES

KOCH MEMBRAINE MBR PLANTS 650 M3/D

Automation systems of MBR system and equipment’s in containers, 650m3/day × I set, Aeration
Tank × I, Anoxic Tank × I.
Status: Completed and fully operational.
Scope of work

Reverse
OSMOSIS
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SEWAGE
TREATMENT
PLANT

TANKS

CHEMICALS
AND
ACCESSORIES

RO PLANTS 300 M3/D

Automation systems of severs osmosis system and equipment’s in containers, 650m3/day × I set
and 300m3/day × I set.
Status: Completed and fully Operational.
Scope of work

Reverse
OSMOSIS
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SEWAGE
TREATMENT
PLANT

TANKS

CHEMICALS
AND
ACCESSORIES

KOCH MEMBRAINE MBR PLANTS 650 M3/D

Automation systems of reverse osmosis system and equipment’s in containers, 650m3/day × I
set and MBR 650m3/day × I set.
Status: Under Construction.
Scope of work

Reverse
OSMOSIS
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SEWAGE
TREATMENT
PLANT

TANKS

CHEMICALS
AND
ACCESSORIES

MBR PLANTS 100 M3/D

Automation systems of MBR system and equipment’s in containers, 100 m3/day, Aeration Tank,
Anoxic Tank x I set.
Status: Completed and fully operational.
Scope of work

Reverse
OSMOSIS
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SEWAGE
TREATMENT
PLANT

TANKS

CHEMICALS
AND
ACCESSORIES

RO PLANTS 150 M3/D

Status: Under Construction.
Scope of work

Reverse
OSMOSIS
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SEWAGE
TREATMENT
PLANT

TANKS

CHEMICALS
AND
ACCESSORIES

3 × RO PLANTS 650 M3/D

Automation systems of reverse osmosis system and equipment’s in containers, 650 m3/day × 3
set.
Status: Completed and fully operational.
Scope of work

Reverse
OSMOSIS
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SEWAGE
TREATMENT
PLANT

TANKS

CHEMICALS
AND
ACCESSORIES

3 × MBBR PLANTS 650 M3/D

Automation systems of MBBR – Lamella system and equipment’s in containers, 650 m3/day × 3
set.
Status: Completed.
Scope of work
Reverse
OSMOSIS
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SEWAGE
TREATMENT
PLANT

TANKS

CHEMICALS
AND
ACCESSORIES

RO PLANTS 400 M3/D

Automation systems of RO system and equipment’s in containers, 400 m3/day × 2 set.
Status: Completed and fully operational.
Scope of work

Reverse
OSMOSIS
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SEWAGE
TREATMENT
PLANT

TANKS

CHEMICALS
AND
ACCESSORIES

SBR PLANTS 200 M3/D

Automation systems of Biological waste treatment and equipment’s, 200 m3/day × 10 set.
Status: Completed and fully operational.
Scope of work
Reverse
OSMOSIS
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SEWAGE
TREATMENT
PLANT

TANKS

CHEMICALS
AND
ACCESSORIES

2 × MBR PLANTS 650 M3/D

Automation systems of MBR system and equipment’s in containers, 650 m3/day × 2 set, Aeration Tank × 1, Anoxic Tank × 1.
Status: Completed and Operational.
Scope of work

Reverse
OSMOSIS
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SEWAGE
TREATMENT
PLANT

TANKS

CHEMICALS
AND
ACCESSORIES

3 × MBR PLANTS 650 M3/D

Automation systems of MBR system and equipment’s in containers, 650 m3/day × 3 set, Aeration Tank × 3, Anoxic Tank × 3.
Status: Completed and Operational.
Scope of work

Reverse
OSMOSIS
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SEWAGE
TREATMENT
PLANT

TANKS

CHEMICALS
AND
ACCESSORIES

3 × RO PLANTS 650 M3/D

Automation systems of reverse osmosis system and equipment’s in containers, 650 m3/day × 3
set.
Status: Completed and fully operational
Scope of work
Reverse
OSMOSIS
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SEWAGE
TREATMENT
PLANT

TANKS

CHEMICALS
AND
ACCESSORIES

REVERSE OSMOSIS PLANT WITH A CAPACITY OF
20.000 CUBIC METERS PER DAY.

Reverse osmosis plant with a capacity of 20.000 cubic meters per day.
Status: Completed and Operational.
Scope of work

Reverse
OSMOSIS
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SEWAGE
TREATMENT
PLANT

TANKS

CHEMICALS
AND
ACCESSORIES

SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT FORCE OF 2550 CUBIC
METERS PER DAY USING MBBR TECHNOLOGY.

Sewage treatment plant force of 2550 cubic meters per day using MBBR technology.
Status: Completed and Operational.
Scope of work

Reverse
OSMOSIS
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SEWAGE
TREATMENT
PLANT

TANKS

CHEMICALS
AND
ACCESSORIES

SEWAGE STATION WITH FORCE OF 850 CUBIC
METERS PER DAY USING MBBR TECHNOLOGY.

Sewage station with force of 850 cubic meters per day using MBBR technology.
Status: Completed and Operational.
Scope of work

Reverse
OSMOSIS
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SEWAGE
TREATMENT
PLANT

TANKS

CHEMICALS
AND
ACCESSORIES

Technology Boulevard GT SDN BSH
Tel: +60327759760 | Fax: +60327759760
PO Box: 28-01, Level 28, integra Tower, The Intermark, 348 Jalan Tun
Razak, 50400 Kuala lumpur – Malaysia
Email: info@technology-boulevard.com
Website: www.technology-boulevard.com

}THANK YOU{
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